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An expression of concern
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We are living through a Golden Age of visualization
In Journalism…
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In Business Analytics
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In the Digital Humanities —Graphics by Ben Schmidt
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A celebration
An expression of concern
I worry that the benefits of visualization
may not be equally distributed
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Why the gap is dangerous: numbers and charts are persuasive
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Let’s begin by learning and teaching
NOT to take these common myths at face value:
1. “A picture is worth a thousand words”
2. “Visualizations are intuitive”
3. “The data should speak for itself ”
4. “Show, don’t tell!”
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Visuals are often ambiguous
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What you design…
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…is not what (some) people seeWhat you design…
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WTF is he 
talking about?
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Uh-oh…
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Relieved…
Wind speed probabilities on August 30
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Based on Donald A. Norman’s
‘Some observations on mental models’
In Mental Models, Dedre Gentner, 
Albert L. Stevens eds. (1983)
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Based on Donald A. Norman’s
‘Some observations on mental models’
In Mental Models, Dedre Gentner, 
Albert L. Stevens eds. (1983)
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So…
WE NEED TO TEACH NUMERACY, 
GRAPHICACY—AND ATTENTION
People tend to believe (wrongly) that charts are illustrations, and that they can be 
understood at a quick glance. But charts are visual arguments. They can’t just be seen; 
they need to be read.
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— Attention and ethics
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— Attention and ethics
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Let’s learn—and teach—how to reason with and about numbers
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Show AND tell—and explain
Hans Rosling, www.gapminder.org
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Hans Rosling, The Joy of Stats
Show AND tell—and explain
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…Attention to the sources of
the charts we see every day
Is the chart truly measuring what it claims to be measuring?
Are there glitches in the data?
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https://wonkviz.tumblr.com/post/82488570278/kansas-is-the-nations-porn-capital-according-to


















Percent voting for the Democratic candidate (Barack Obama)
in the 2012 presidential election
Republican-leaning states
Democratic-leaning states
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in the 2012 presidential election
Republican-leaning states
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…Attention to what charts show—and don’t show
Numbers and the charts that represent them often reveal as much as they hide.
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Most places are pretty safe, and 
have likely remained down here
(these aren’t real data points)
The danger of aggregating data too much,
and presenting just averages and other statistical summaries
http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fpsyg.2013.00513/full
Careful with amalgamation 
paradoxes and outliers
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Some places are so 
far up that they skew 
the national rate
Most places are pretty safe, and 
have likely remained down here
(these aren’t real data points)
The danger of aggregating data too much,
and presenting just averages and other statistical summaries
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…Attention to our own biases
And to how they lead us to jump to conclusions or to reinforce our already existing beliefs, 
rather than challenge them. It’s too easy to see what we want to see.
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Be inclusive:
Areas with a predominant 
Dumbfuckistani heritage 
ought to be represented, too
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United States of America
Dumbfuckistan
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Smoking 
cigarettes 
can help you 
live longer!!!
Annual cigarette consumption
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Each red dot is a country
Example provided by 
Heather Krause
https://idatassist.com
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Smoking 
cigarettes 
can help you 
live longer??
Annual cigarette consumption



















A chart shows only what 
it shows and nothing else
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Be careful with amalgamation paradoxes and with the ecological fallacy 
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People who never
smoke or who stopped
smoking years ago
Be careful with amalgamation paradoxes and with the ecological fallacy 
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Let’s learn—and teach others—how to become 
more mindful of our own thinking glitches
Alberto Cairo • University of Miami • www.thefunctionalart.com • Twitter: @albertocairo
…Attention to our own behavior
Education or access to more information on their own aren’t enough. 
We need to ask ourselves—and help others ask themselves—whether
we act responsibly and ethically as members of informational ecosystems.
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In the past a majority of us were 
mere readers or “users” of charts.




























































In the past a majority of us were 
mere readers or “users” of charts.




























































The burden of acting 
ethically was put 
mostly on designers, 
platforms, and 
professional mediators.
Nowadays most of us 
are also MEDIATORS, 
mainly in social media.
Alberto Cairo • University of Miami • www.thefunctionalart.com • Twitter: @albertocairo
In the past a majority of us were 
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Good charts attentively designed and read enable conversations. 
Bad charts or charts that are misinterpreted hinder those conversations. 
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Good charts attentively designed and read enable conversations. 
Bad charts or charts that are misinterpreted hinder those conversations. 
The choice is ours
